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Scaling Underwater Exploding Wires

J. R. MCGRATH

Energy Conversion Branch
Electronics Division

Five-uil Nichrome wires have been exploded under water using a l/2-1j[ capacitor
which stored energy up to 100joules. The results indicate that peak pressure scales like a

chemical explosive if losses due to the circuit and joule heating of the wire itself are
accounted for. On this basis, the equivalent weight of TNT represented by the electrical

energy stored in the capacitor is

W = 525(0.325CV0s - E,.)IHD

"where W is the weight in micropounds, C is the capacitance in farads, Vo is the initial
charging voltage, Ev is the estimated energy dissipated by the wire 'In joules, and H1, is

"the heat of detonation of TNT in calories per gram. This scaling behavior extends the law
of similarity six decades in terms of weight, from pounds to micropounds. The peak pres-
"sure for exploding-wire phenomena has been obtained from data and is empirically

expressed as

p= 26,800 (V/13/,') '.

where p., is peak pressure and R is pressure-gage distance.
The instrument response to the short-duration shock wave gives rise to a new defini-

tion of the explosion constant 7,. The reduced time-constant parameter shows qualitative

agreement in value and slope with chemical data scales, and is given empirically as:

J113 =70(R

- f" INTRODUCTION

This study relates the research areas of exploding-wire phenomena (EWP) and chemical

J u.inderwater explosions (CUE). In this report the relevant theories and experiments of each
"*•1 field are outlined; and upon this relationship the purpose of this study is established.

Exploding-Wire Phenomena

Since Nairn- (1) first reported his EWP experiments in 1774, considerable research has
been conducted on this subject. At the present time, most of the phenomenological aspects have
been explored in some depth. In the last two decades, considerable information has been
amassed with the aid of improved instrumnentation, most notably the streak and framing camera,
the Park current shunt, and the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. However, no universally ac-
cepted theory. exp!aining satisfactorily the complex events as:.ociated with exploding wires,
has been established.

In the absence of a :heory for EWP, the discussion of experimental work must, in justice,
include a complete list of investigations, which exceeds the scope of this introduction. However,

a comprehensi,,e annotated bibliog aphy of EWP experiments, equipment, first-order theories,
and techniques is given by Chace and Watson (2). A historical review of EWP research trends has

been compiled by McGrath (3). A monograph on exploding wires, drawn from the papers
presented at three conferences devoted to the subject, has been edited by Chace and Moore (4).

General discussions of the processes taking place in an exploding wire by Bennett (5) and

- NRI, Problem EOI-01: ONR Problem RR 610-04-41-5950; BuShips Problem SR 007-12-01-0800. This is an interim report on one
* phase of the problem; work on this and other phases is continuing. Manuscript submitted April 4. 1965.
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Chace (6) give some idea of the complexity of the phenomena and the increasingly sophisticated
"techniques used to observe it.

Review of Underwater Explosion Theory

In this ý.'. in tie concepts, theories, and experiments of chemical underwater explosions
(CUE) which bear directly upon this study are outlined.

For comparison of one CUE event with another, resort is made in common practice to
similarity curves. These curves, in turn, are based upon the principle of similarity which was
first credited to Hilliar (7). A more comprehensive discussion of similarity and scaling is given
by Snay (8). Essentially, this principle states

p. (R,t) = p. (r;R, nt)()

where p. is the peak pressure, R is the pressure-gage distance, t is the time, and n is a constant.
Physically, this means that if an explosive charge in the form of a cube having a side of length
L is enlarged to a side of length nL, then the same pressure will be measured a distance nR away.
The duration of the explosion wave increases by the factor n. The utility of this principle is that
it facilitates the calculation of shock-wave parameters (peak pressure and time) for charges of
different weights (equivalently, different volumes). Theoretically, the principle of similarity
satisfies the basic equations of motion of a fluid and, for a shock wave, the Rankine-Hugoniot
relations. Experimentally the principle of similarity is important because pressure and time
functions can be determined by measurements by varying either R or the charge size (volume).
The other variable is determined by the principle of similarity. Since the peak pressure of a
shock wave decreases faster than R-1, a suitable theory, satisfying the principle of similarity,
and accommodating this experimental observation, is desired.

An account of underwater research prior to World War II is given by Kennard (9). The
advent of World War I I stimulated American and British investigators (10). Shortly after World
War II, the theoretical and experimental work in this field was drawn together by Cole (11).
Several theories were introduced to explain shock-wave propagation in water: Penney (1940),
Penney-Dasgupta (1942), Kirkwood-Bethe (1942), Kirkwood-Brinkley (1944), and Osborne-
"Taylor (1944).

In this study the asymptotic form of the Kirkwood-Bethe theory (12) is used because most
work is compared to it. This theory in general treats: (a) the specification of the initial conditions
at the water-explosion gas interface, (b) the theory of propagation of a spherical shock wave in
water, and (c) the motion of the subsequent gas bubble. The asymptotic form of the Kirkwood-
Bethe the•., leads to an expression for peak pressure of the form:

PM [In (2)

where ao is the explosive-charge radius.
In general this theory is based upon the formalism of the fundamental equations of hydro-

dynamics. It does explicitly satisfy the principle of similarity. Finally, it can be applied easily
to a wide variety of e, plosives (a consideration which affects only the initial conditions).

Purpose of Report

A review of the literature reveals no studies that have been made to determine if any
similarity exists between CUE and EWP events The purpoise of this report. therefore, is to
determine if such similarity exists .ind what the scaling factors are.

-• - -:~-l:---*-" - --
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DISCUSSION

In this section the techniques by which the data are interpreted are discussed, and the basic
assumptions used throughout the study are specified. These specific considerations are: (a) a cor-
rection factor for the instrument response to the short-duration shock wave, (b) the energy
dissipated at the spark-gap switch, (c) energy required for complete vaporization of the wire,
and (d) the electrical energy expressed in terms of the equivalent TNT weight. These four items
are considered in sequence below.

Duhamel's Theorem

Usually, for large-amplitude chemical explosions, the response of the detecting instrument
is of nominal interest, because the explosion-time parameter T, is large compared to the response
time of the instrument r. (Eqs. 4 and 5). For shock waves of small duration, however, the varia-
tion of pressure with time can be appreciable when compared to the response time of the de-
tection system. The result of this situation is an "apparent" but untrue pressure-time profile.
To accommodate this nonideal situation, a mathematical technique is utilized to correct for the
physical shortcomings of the detecTion system. This technique is known as Duhamel's theorem
(13), or the superposition theorem.

Generally the performance of a system may be detet -nined not only by its response to a
unit step function, but also by its response to an arbitrary function. These are related (in the
notation of this report) by the theorem of Duhamel:

h(t) ((O)A(t) + f p'(A)A(t - X)dA (3)
"X-0

where h (t) is the oscilloscope output response in volts to an arbitrary function p (t), the incident
pressure wave. Here p (0) is p(t) at t = 0, X is a dummy variable, A (t) is the response of the
oscilloscope plus associated components in volts to a unit step function of pressure, and h(t) is an
experimentally measured quantity (i.e., the trace on the crt in volts as a function of time). The
character of p(t) and A (t) depend upon the amount and type of explosive and on the details of
the detection system, respectively.

Equation (3) generally indicates that ifA (t) is expressed analytically in terms of parameters
such as electric current or mechanical "time constants," and if h(t) is also approximated by some
parameters, then p(t) can be solved analytically by using Eq. (3) in principle by means of the
Laplace transform. On the other hand, if A(t) and h(t) are given in tabular form, then p(t) can
be solved numerically, as outlined by Osborn-- (14). The solution to Eq. (3) by either method
yields a factor which is used to correct the observed first peak voltage ort the oscillogram to the
peak pressure in the shock wave. This peak pressure is frequently the quantity of greatest in-
terest; therefore, let us assume for the sake of simplicity that the pressure due to the shock
wave at a point is reasonably described as

I= {0 for t P 0
p(t) = et', frt •0(4)

and that A (t), the total instrument response, ii approximated by

( 0 fort < 0
A(s) 0i( - e-"'.) for t ;w 0. (5)

Substitution into and integration of Eq. (3) using these definitions yields the expression

h(t) = p.A. (Olt 6 )(e fjl - ee".). (6)

- - .- -. X,
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Ofcourse, p. is the peak pressure of the shc aei poundis per square inch and A,. is the
• maximum static (t = ao) constant in volts per pound per square inch of the oscilloscope, in-
cluding the pressure gage and amplifier system. The time at which h(t) becomes a maximum
value is

tm ( \ aIn (7)

The data of this report indicate that -re and rT are of the same order of magnitude. For this case,
if r, lies between 1/2(.") and 3/2(r.), Eq. (7) can be approximated by the expression

__1

tpnax - (T. + T,). (8)

Thus, when the response tEme of the detection system (oscilloscope, amplifier, and pressure
gage) to a step function of pressure is of the same order of magnitude as the decay time of the
explosion wave, the observed time of rise to peak voltage on the crt is approximately equal to
the decay time of the actual (or hypothesized) explosion wave. The value of h (t) at its maximum
point is given by substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), which yields

h ()ma: = PnA.I(F, =7-) [exp-(TaI(te-ta))In(Tclra)-exp-?(ve(e-a))In(tre/ta)] }.(9)

As a result, a measured peak deflection, h(t),, in volts, on an oscillogram under thesc condi-
tions may be corrected to yield the true peak shock-wave pressure in pounds per square inch by

h (t )m
PM = (10)

f { T) [exp _(,a/7e _Ta)1n(re/ra) - exp _(Te1et a)in (7e )]}(10

If p* is defined as h(t),,IA,., then Eq. (10) may be written

P* (11)

S(T Ta) [exp-(Tae-t),n(Yra)..- exp-(TeTe-a)t,(,•,ia)]

1o the extent to which Eqs. (4) and (5) are reasonable approximations, so far as peak-pressure
measurements are concerned, the comparatively slow response of the detection system to a
rapidly varying, short-duration pressure wave is overcome. Equations (8) and 10) give the
principal explosion-wave parameter; of interest, pm, and T,. directly from the observed oscillo-
gram trace, h( ). The quantity p*. may be thought of as a peak pressure taken from the maxi-
mum oscillogram deflection, uncorrected for the finite response time of the apparatus.

Circuir Switch Loss

According to Moses and Korneft in a recent paper (4a). an air-gap switch proAatues an
initial current slope of zero and inhibits the current rist in the wire to a value fess than that
preuicted by circuit theory during the first quarter (vtle. Their study shows that approxiniately
35 percent ef the initial stored energ, of the (apacitor is dissipatel by the 5witch during the
first ha'l - he discharge. Electrical energies, assuming no circuit loss. are designated E.
where I l eCft Ig- A' I tic Vapacitor: (eiCrit al energiW att.tmnting for (irn uit losses a*td
suim~ieetu i~~P~ rc ~a d~~,
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Enertry Required to Heat Wire

Energy is required io vaporize completely (an assumption) the wire. This energy require-
merit is taken into 3ccoum by Vaughan (15) using the handbook values of the thermodynamic
properties of the element by the general expression

E, = kLD2 (12)

where E, is the vaporization energy in joules, k is a material-dependent constant, L is the length
of the wire in inches, and D is the wire diameter in mils. For Nichrome wire (used throughout
this study), k = 0.572 in.-' mils-2joules'. The energy assumed required for complete vaporiza-
tion of half-inch-long, five-mil-diameter Nichrome wire is estimated from Eq. (12) to be a
constant: ten joules.

Weight Equivalence of Electrical Energy

The electrical energy initially stored in the capacitor may be expressed in terms of an
equivalent weight of TNT by means of the heat of detonation. For TNT, Price (16) indicates the
calorimetric heat of detonation to be 1013 calories per gram. Consequently, the equivalent
weight W in micropounds is

W = 525 (0.325CVZ-E) (13)

where C is the capacitance in farads, V0 is the initial voltage in volts to which the capacitor is
charged, Er is estimated energy in joules required to vaporize the wire completely, and HD is
the heat of dctcnation of TNT in calories per gram. The equivalent weight W also includes the
circuit loss of 35 percent at the spark-gap switch.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Equipment

The equipment employed in this sztudy is divided, according to its use, into three ge-neral
systems: (a) a charging circuit, (b) a discharge circuiit, and (c) a detection system. A discussion
of the operation of this equipment follows a brief description of each system, and its arrange-
inent is shown in Fig. 1.

L 

R

WATER 0 GAGE-
TANK GABL-

UNI T

POWER J- c A0

T WI.E 0  
AMPLIFIER

SGAP OSCILL OSCOPE

LhL Iw!"¢g I

P.. L. El I~.g I - ,tciu.alu.~ di.agt.al~ t, ikc"r!Wl

j_.-.----..TQ VACUUM PUMP nr Aat1.41g?1W

Kr -
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Fig. 2 -The Axel capacitor (1/2 ALf)

F ig. 3 1 tihe jXN r % u ppN (left) .111id otintti (tdight)

The series ha.iging .. t tilt mm ist% ()ft thetilt. wzg(moei~ a . oe u~~.(I

tharging resistoir. (c) a ho%, *ili'.tl( it'r ( ;i)at Io-, Mi~d (A) a M(dtixter placed in parallel with tile
(aptuiitor. 'Fhe enet-gv slirett ini the (alo 'pit[ V-0 de'termiined in thle voltge to 'ýhi( I it Is o, arged

by the jxmewr supply (Figs. 2. 3).
Ihle (1i%(h~rgevr( tilt Uis aS .1iets L R( ( itt tilt Ctiilisititig of the foIltiwitig to11)Mponent: (.k) tIle

h m -Indutt.,ncetr Jmiltor. Nh a %imi A .iir-j,.Ip s'Ait( h ( 17). (A ) erl" I IWIdC, (d) %.(tluultlml

and (C) ou I'OU- o-iiiduc tiilce It.,ts fitom thle spark-gap %witch to) the *Iet iiKtes (Fig. 4). The
dwkv(triK strength o4 tile delt tial u.:ble is stithtlent to withstmigd 5P'")UO 4,t%
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Fig. 4 -The discharge. circuit (vacuum pump below capacitor, rnot shown)

The detection system consists of the following components: (a) an oscilloscope, (b) an
oscilloscope camera, (c) an oscilloscope plug-in amplifier, and (d) a tourmaline pressure gage.

Methods

Operation of the discharge circuit is restricted to 20,000 volts, since breakdown at the air-
gap switch occurs at 23,000 volts at atmospheric pressure. When the capacitor i,i charged to
some voltage (Vo), the electrical energy stored in the capacitor may be switcLed through the
LRC circuit by evacuating the spark-gap switch with the vacuum pump. The current passes
through the low-inductance leads to the electrodes in th,! water tank, and back to the capacitor.

The capacitance of the low-inductance capacitor was measuredl by an impedance bridge
to be 0.507 t 0.001 p~f The internal inductance was stated by the manufacturer to be 60 milli-
microhenries. The ringing frequency of the circuit was observed to be about 400 kc, and the
circuit inductance was 0.31 miciohenry. The circuit resistance was 0.05 ohm. Evaluation of
circuit parameters required the use of oscillograms, and the analytic technique was adopted
from Page (18). The time required for the current oscillations to d3m~p out was about 25 jusec
when the test gap was shorted with a copper bar.

The sweep speed of the oscilloscope was kept constant at five microseconds per centimeter
throughout the study. Tile time count was initiated at the oscilloscope by placing a pickup loop
near the spark-gap switch. When the (liseharge began, a voltage was induced in the loop,
and scope time was counted from that inistant. Because thle tiansit -ime 'f the shock ivase from
tht: exploding wire to tile presisure gage varied (tue i4) the variation of the gige distance, a
time deldav was employed oil thle oscillowcope in order to present the intervJ in which the shx-k
wave passed b% thle gagC. The V.alt! Of tile time delaN, of',ourse. depended upon the distance be-
tween the gage atid thle wire. [he sweep time was callhated b% means of at time-w~ark generator.

The presentation of the pressure-tinte histot % of tile shot k w~lve on the crt of the oscillo-
%(()Il was retordedl by thle Poha,i'l iimsillostop- caniria Filth tos~ilkig-rit was thenl enlarged.
andl a tracting (if' eitch enlargement wai madr. Flom t 1'ew enlar-gements. tmeasuremetnts of
%hixk-wave paramneters (atuplittide and ltime) sev itaide.

I he (lifler entiai.ll!p~iher % as use-d to ext litde konle extraitseolis elettrotiiagnetlic signtals.
I he vIIse little of, tile ou(illi vsooptand11IN the aplifirm as% A 11nit wats Avilau 0.2 IAw (manufav-

tturelr ('l dat. lThe amplittet %%.,% aýl illatcd fot eah 1 setting userd svertia %t1&ale 0.5 volt, m.
I %oll tnin and 2 %olts~n hm (y011mg tilui or ts fi km o iisin k. 11w aiplifier restxnse was
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in error by a linear factor. The measured pressures in Eq. (15) were corrected for the ampli-
fier's error.

The pressure gage used in this study was a commercially available,* 1/4-in.-diameter,
4 -ply, underwater type, tourmaline pressure gage. The design, use, and performance of such
gages have been studied by Arons and Cole (19), and also by Fox, et al. (20). The unit was
mounted on 16 ft of shielded cable which terminated directly at the amplifier innut. The man-
ufacturer'z, crystal constant (hydrostatically determined) was 1.99X 10-12 c, ,omb/psi. The
gage was employed in an edge-on position to the exploding wire. The capacit,,ice of the gage-
cable unit was 423.7 ±t 0.1 j&jf. The impedance for the feed-cable length was 69 ohms. Based
upon these figures, the estimated delay time for the feed cable was about 29 nanoseconds, not
a source- of concern in this experiment.

To insure that the gage was watertight, a thin coat of C-276t was applied. X-ray photo-
graphs of the gage in the modified configuration indicate that the coating was 0.5 mm thick
in front of the edge-on position. Moreover, the diameter of the gage was measured to be 7.65
mm.

To insure that the gage-cable unit was functioning properly after the exploding-wire ex-
periment, calibration and field tests were performed at the Naval Propellant Plant by Slifko.t
The gage-cable unit was calibrated by the bursting-diaphragm method which, in the modified
form, yielded a crystal constant of 2.13 x 10-12 coulombs/psi, checking to within 7 percernt of
the manufacturer's value. In additi: 1, tests of the gage in the edge-on position were conducted
using standard Army Engineer detonator caps (about a millipound of TNT). These tests indi-
caies that the gage performed in a satisfactory manner, one test is compared to an EWP event
in Fig. 5. Actually, the rise time for the gage was a microst-cond faster than other gages against
which it was compared (i.e., about four as compared to five microseconds). The pressure mea-
surements were corrected to reflect the gage constant.

1.0

0. 9 -LCUE EVENT- I MILLIPOUND TNT
\ k - EWP EVENT-17 MICROPOUND TNT

0.8 \

"0 0.5

S0.4

o 0.3
z

0.2 "

0.1- -- ,,

0 IO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
TIME (pSEC)

Fig. 5 - Comparison of a CUE and underwater EWP event using

normalized pressure z.rsus lime. CUE data courtesy of John P. SlifI').
NOL Unit, Indian Head, Md.

*Cryxtal Research. Inc.. C(ambridge, Mass.
tZophar Mills. Brooklyn, N.I.
tJohn P. Slilo. NOL Unit, Naval Propellant Plant, Indian Head. Md.

-. . - .. - -. -.- E-
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Based upom the previous distussion, the voltage (vertical deflection) measured from the
oscillogram is given by Cole (1 I a) as

V =C " P M (14 )

where V is the voltage in volts, KA is the crystal constant in micromicrocoulombs/psi, Co is the
lumped capacitance of the cable-gage unit in micromicrofarads, C, is the input capacitance of
the amplifier in micromicrofarads, and p* is the peak pressure in psi uncorrected by Duhamel's
theorem. Since the only quantity un_. termined is p*, the value of p* is, for Co = 424 gp•f,
C, = 45 ;L.pf, and KA = 2.13 /p.c/psi:

p* (psi) = 220 v. (15)

Equation (15) does not reflect the correction required for the linear amplifier error nor due to
the system response (Eq. 10).

The distance between the pressure gage and the exploding wire was varied from 1.5 to
12.0 in.; measurements were taken every 1.5 in. Because the distances involved were small,
and because accurately positioning the gage was not possible, accurate distance measurements
were difficult to make. The actual distance was always less than the measured distance by as
much as 0.200 in. due to the technique of mounting the wire and measuring the distance.

DATA AND RESULTS

The data used in this study are obtained from oscillograms which give, directly, the voltage
deflection from a reference position on a crt as a function of time. The voltage deflection results
from the charge apphied to the plates of the crt. This charge is generated by the piezoelectric
effect pius the anmplifier; in this case, it is due to the compression of a tourmaline gage by a
shock wave. The data in this study are obtained from the use of Nichrome wire exclusively.

A comparison of EWP pressure-time profiles can be made io CUE. In Fig. 5, for example,
a profile representing a CUE and one an underwater EWP event a-e presented :o show, qualita-
tively, thc contrast between the two types of explosions. The pressure of each is normalized for
this comparison.

As mentioned bIefore, and throughout this article for EWP data, a distincti(cz is maintained
between the peak pressure p•', which is measured directly from osciilographic data, and p .,

which is calcullaled using p,* on the basis of certain time constants. The quantity p* includes all

corrections, ,'alibrhltiots, -rod assumptions except those given by the I)uhamel theorem. The
uaityv p,,, incluecs all correctiotns, including those given by lI)uhamcl's theorem, i.e., the

deiloillinator ill Eq. (19) or( ! ).

Pressure Measurements

E'nei•,, ldP.tmeut'i Related to Scaling Peak Pressure p*,,,-In CUE experiments, the peak
pressurt.e shows its distaiice dependenlce ill the asymptotic form as

p. a R-1o (16)

where f is thlt gage distance and 0,1 is a constant slightly greater than unity for CUE data.
[lie peak press•uts alsi depends upon the charge weight W. At any value of'R !the peak ples-

Sure is related to Ihe weight of tile chaige and the gage distance R by the law of similaritM:
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PM 0C R (17)

Equivalently the electrical energy of the capacitor could be related by Eq. (17) through the heat
of detonation HD to an expression involving chemical energy. A similarity curve for pm versus
either ki (W/'1 3 R)Ao or k2 (E'13 /R)Po is possible. The literature, however, historicall) uses the
relation

p. = k1  (18)

where k1 depends upon the type of explosive.
In Fig. 6 the average peak pressure p,*• in arbitrary units is plotted against the cube root of

the corrected (Ecorr) and uncorrected (E) initial capacitor energy at a fixed distance. Clearly
the corrected electrical-energy values form a straight line whose slope is greater than that
for the acoustic-law curve. The uncorrected energy values do not form a straight line. All wires
used were 5-mil-diameter, one-half-inch-long Nichrome.

Oscillographic data were taken for capacitor energies varying from 25.4 joules (10 kv) to
101.5 joules (20 kv) and for gage distances varying from 1.5 in. to 12.0 in. in increments of 1.5
in. The results of this experiment are shown for peak pressure in Fig. 7. Here the peak pressure,
p*, is plotted against the cube root of the equivalent weight of TNT divided by the gage distance.

90 -CORRECTED FOR

80 CIRCUIT LOSSES __

70 - _UO S

t 60-
z/

>- 50

_ol_

I I

LU,
o20 UNCORRECTED FOR

CIR UI LOSSES 
-

101_ _ _

2 3 4 5 6 7

ELECTRICAL ENERGY E '3 joules I/ )

Fig. 6 - Peak pressure (uncorrected for instrument respxmse) verstus

the cube i-ool of the electrical energy (corrected and u|ncnorected for

circuit losses) for Nichrorne wire, 1/2 in. long, 5 mils in diameter, at

a gage distan(e of 9 in.
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10,000/I I l II I

6 _o _ _ 20 Kv CORRECTED FOR CIRCUIT LOSSES L
u 10 Kv CORRECTED FOR CIRCUIT LOSSES___ _

v 20 Kv UNCORRECTED FOR CIRCUIT LOSSES i

0 10 Kv UNCORRECTED FOR CIRCUIT LOSSES

-- 2000 i

1000 - - _ -.-
400

0 I _ _

200 1
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.20 0.30 040

SCALED RECIPROCAL DISTANCE W-/3/R1(Ib43/ft1

Fig. 7 - Peak pressure (uncorrected by Duhamel's theorem) versus scaled

reciprocal distance (both for uncorrected and corrected electrical energy)

The equivalent weight of TNT is estimated for 100 percent of 1/2 CV5 and for 100 percent of
1/2 CVM less the values of the circuit loss (35 percent of 1/2 CV;) and wire vaporization (10joules).
These considerations are termed uncorrected (E) and corrected electrical energies (E,,-.,),
respectively. The corrected data in Fig. 7, therefore, represents an expression of the form

I=k 4 (--I--/ (19)

where p* here is the peak pressure uncorrected by Duhamel's theorem, k3 is a constant of the
same order of magnitude as k.2 for TNT, k4 is a constant, Eo,, is defined above, and 3 is a
constant slightly greater than unity for EWP data. Figure 7 contains data for the two extreme
values of electrical energy only, 25.4 and 101.5 jouies. Note that the data using only corrected
energies form a common curve, or scale, whereas the uncorrected energies form two distinct
lines having the same slope. Fhe data for Eor, is chosen to represent EWP because it forms a
common curve. On the basis of the information presented in Fig. 7, further comparisons are
made using the corrected electrical energy values in Fig. 8.

(Compariso / e]EHWP p* to CUE p, Data-In Fig. 8 CUFE and EWP data are compared. In-
dividual C(UE data points are included (see legend) from the work of several investigators,
Two curves aie presented relating peak pr ssure, p,, for CUE, and p* for EWP, to the scaled
reciprocal distance. Curve I is the asymipt )tic approximation of the Kirkwood-Bethe theory
using TNT (density 1.59 g/cc) and is given by the empirical expressson reported by Arons (24)
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Fig. 8 - Peak prcssure versus scaled reciprocal distance for CUE data (curve 1)
and EWP data (curve 2). EWP data are uncorrected for instrument response
(Duhamers theorem)

pm = 21,600 (W111)I.13 (20)

where W is tie charge weight in pounds, R is the gage distance in feet, and pm is the peak pres-
sure in pounds per square inch for CUE events. This curve is drawn from data using 55, 25, and
0.5 lb TNT charges. Curve 2 is the result of plotting all exploding-wire data (i.e., 20, 18, 16,
14, 12, and 10 kv shots at distances of 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0, 7.5, 9.0, 10.5, and 12.0 in.) and adjusting
each energy for the assumption of complete vaporization and for the energy dissipated at the
spark-gap switch. Clearly, several statements seem to be in order upon examining Fig. 8. First,
curve 2 (EWP data) is about 50 percent lower than curve 1 (TNT data) for a given value of
W113/R. Secondly, on the basis of Fig. 8 the corrected EWP data seems to form a similarity cu yve
not unlike TNF data. Thirdly, the slope of curve 2 seems to be less than 1.13, as in TNT data.
but also is no less than unity. Curve 2 of Fig. 8 supports the conclusion that the peak pressure
at least of EWP scales like a chemical explosion in general, when the electrical energy is cor-
rected for circuit and evaporation requirements.

The weight of an equivalent TNT charge for EWP is calculated to be

W (micropound) = 525 (0.325 CVo- E,,\
H, , (21)

If this equivalent weight of TNT is cast into spherical form, its radius at, in inches is given
by
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ao (in.) = 0.0394[ (Ec..r) ]'/ 3  (22)

where Eeorr is the corrected electrical energy in joules.
For voltages less than 10 kv (25.4 joules), the basic assumption of complete vaporization

tends to be less believable because there would be very little energy left for the shock wave if
a constant 10joules is used to vaporize the wire.

The essential pressure and time data for all shots of this study are presented in Table 1.
Column 1 of Table 1 identifies the particular shot, column 2 lists the voltage in kilovolts, and
column 3 lists the gage distance in inches. Column 4 lists the peak pressure p* in volts. Column 5
presents the peak pressure p* in psi, calculated from Eq. (15). The crystal constant as determined
by Slifko, KA = 2.3 .LA coul/psi, is used here. Columns 6 and 7 are explained later in this report.

Comparivon of EWP (pmo) to CUE (pm) Data-Based upon the values of tm and the value of

T, the maximum value of pn may be calculated from Eq. (10). Equation (10) varies little if irdi-
vidual values of t. are not greatly different. The result is nearly a constant, i.e., Pm = p*!0.43.

Therefore, the oscillographic pressure values may be corrected by multiplying each by the factor
2.32. These values are presented in column 6 of Table 1 andJ are also compared to CUE theory
and data (24) and to a one-megaton nuclear weapon (25) in Fig. 9. Column 7 of Table I presents
the values of scaled reciprocal distance based upon the equivalent weights W of TNT cor-
responding to the corrected initial capacitor energy (E,.rr). Figure 9 indicates that EWP pressure
data are approximately 40 percent larger than CUE data for the same value of W" 3/1R and can
be described approximately by the expression:

pm = 26,800 (13) 1.08 (23)

Conversion From Electrical to Shock-Wave Energy

The energy of a shock wave propagating under water is given approximately by Cole (1 Ib):

=[p(t)]2 dt. (24)
Po C0 f,(TR)

The calculations are presented in Fig. 10 for energies ranging from 25.4 joules (10 kv) to 101.5
joules (20 kv) at a constant distance, R = 1.5 in. In this figure the ratio of shock-wave energy to
initial stored electrical energy in percent is plotted against the initial stored capacitor voltage.
The percentage ranges from 51 to 62 percewt and has an average value of 58.0 percent. Bennett
(26) using 4 and 5 nili copper wires, at energies ranging from 20 to 37 joules, indicates that

approximately 40 to 60 percent of the initiallv stored electrical energy is deposited in the wire
and Is available for subsequent II tlid mot 10n. Bunt1en (41b), using 5-ni l, one-inch-hlmg co pper

wires, exploded underwater, finds the shock-wavc encrgy about 63 percent of that initially'

stored ia thle capacitor. The energy -c(nversion factor i(etermline!d in t ils stuids' shows reasmnable

agreement with the indcelendent restlts (I these investigators, i.e., an average value of 58.2

percent approximat cly.

Time Measurements

7'ive Constant oq U'nderwater FI'lP Evaen,-lI general, at cotiparison of t(in1 iC:JIesuiic-

ments for CUE and EWI1 events show that the explosion tithe constant is smaller b, a f[ctor of
1]03 in general tfo EWP. In most (:1) E experiments, for exampIe, tlie decay time constant is

expressed in milliseconds. Il this slttdvl, hIwevet, a ilecastlrenilenit of unlN ai few tlirosecl n(Is is
ob)servcd.
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TABLE 1

Pressure and Distance Data for
Underwater Exploding Nichrome Wires

Shot Voltage R 1 [ 1 P Pmt 1 IV"'R
No. (kv) (in.) (volts) (psi) (psi) (Iblb"/ft)

1 20 1.5 8.70 2297 5329 0.2472
2 18 8.20 2165 5023 0.2272
3 16 7.36 1943 4508 0.2056
4 14 6.42 1694 3930 0.1816

5 12 5.32 1404 3257 0.1544
6 10 4.10 1100 2552 0.1208

7 20. 3.0 4.5 1198 2779 0.1236

8 18 4.16 1107 2568 0.1136
9 16 3.76 1009 2341 0.1028

10 14 3.26 875 2030 0.0908
11 12 2.76 747 1733 0.0772
12 10 2.10 578 1341 0.0604

13 20 4.5 2.98 794 1842 0.0824

14 18 2.75 726 1684 0.0757
15 16 2.50 660 1531 0.0685
16 14 2.20 581 1348 0.0605
17 A2 1.88 501 1161 0.0515
18 10 1.40 376 872 0.0403

19 20 6.0 1.94 517 1199 0.0618
20 18 1.97 485 1125 0.0568
21 16 1.87 464 10'7 0.0514
22 14 1.68 418 976 0.0454
23 12 1.43 356 826 0.0386
24 10 1.12 280 650 0.0302

25 20 7.5 1.92 481 1116 0.0494
26 18 1.79 449 1041 0.0454
27 16 1.62 406 942 0.0411
28 14 1.41 353 819 0.0363
29 '12 1.20 304 705 0.0309
30 10 0.88 223 517 0.0242

31 20 9.( 1.62 406 942 0.0412
32 18 1.48 372 863 0.0379
33 16 1.30 326 756 0.0343
34 14 1.16 291 675 0.0303
35 12 1.00 253 587 0.0257

36 10 0.75 191 443 0.0201

37 20 10.5 1.39 342 793 0.0353
38 18 1.25 314 728 0.0325
39 16 1.13 286 664 0.0294
40 14 0.97 245 568 0.0259
41 12 0.77 196 455 0,0221
42 10 0-58 150 348 0.0173

(Tlablle (]lliliiliiCs)
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TABLE I (Continued)
Pressure and Distance Data for

Underwater Exploding Nichrome Wires

Shot Voltage R p* f p* pm W13 I/R

No. (kv) (in.) (volts) (psi) (psi) (lb113/ft)

43 20 12Y. 1.25 314 729 0.0309
44 18 1.14 289 671 0.0284
45 16 1.04 263 610 0.0257
46 14 0.89 225 522 0.0227
47 12 0.75 191 443 0.0193
48 10 0.59 152 353 0.0151

1 0 , 0 0 0 1 t d

8000 + 0.5 Ib TNT 2, - .I
*0 25 Ib TNTJ REF. 21 ___

6000- 1.25 Ib TNT) REF. 22 /

@ 2XICP IbTNT} REF. 25 04,

4006 48IbTNT~ _9

? 7610 TNT RE. 23 I
n 10-3 Ib TNT REF. 274

O.E CURVE 2 A CURVE 1

W~ 100014

800 -- -R, 10 t

a- 600

w 400 --- -A-

0. 04
I /o__ -0- / 0 20Kv z29.31dlb

7 I8Kv - 22.9,ulb

200 0--. * 16Kv - 6.9#db"" 14 Kv a I I.70b
0 12Kv a 7.2$db

I OKv 3.40db
+ T

100 1 ..... II _

.01 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .20 .30 .40.50

SCALED RECIPROCAL DISTANCE W#R-' (Ib"0fI-)

Fig 9 - 4. p.lt4af ol C (turie- I) ,md FWP (itirve 2) dta uming peak

pretisuli anRM •.td t-ti|rxAit amr .uh lAP dati ;.re (,rretted lIo itn$trunwtli
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Fig. 10 - Ratio of shock-wave energy to initial capacitor

energy versus initial capacitor voltage

Definition of ', for EWP Events-For large-amplitude CUE events, the pressure behaves
approximately as p(t) = po e-tre, and the explosion constant -r, is evaluated over the range
where the disturbance has fallen to (1 - e-1) of its maximum value. On a semilog plot of peak
pressure versus time, -r, is the slope (in milliseconds) which is a constant over the range of pm
to approximately 0. 67p..

The small-amplitude explosions of this study (EWP), on the other hand, do not lend them-
selves to such an analysis. The rise of the pressure wave to a maximum value does not behave
like a step function of pressure which then decays exponentially. Moreover, the pressure decays
almost as rapidly as it rises to a maximum. If the definition of the explosion constant for large-
duration explosions is used for the small-duration waves in this study, then points on the oscil-
lographic record are chosen in every instance in the situation where the explosion wave has not
entirely crossed the crystal area. The explosion time constant defined for EWP and for this
study is approximated by Eq. (8) and is defined as the average value of time over which this
approximate expression is valid (i.e., t.,., 1  1/2 (7', + r,).

Definition and Calculation of ",, for EWP Events-The quantity r,,, as expressed in Eq. (5),
for the amplifier alone, excluding the gage, is about 0.2 Asec. Aý further consideration is that

the crt cannot display a voltage deflection from its reference position until the tourmaline gage
has been sufficiently compressed. Consequently, the transit time required for the explosion
wave to compress the gage sufficiently must be taken into account. The transit time is defined
here to be the time required for the explosion wave to traverse (I -- e-1) of tie diameter normal
to the explosion wave. From x-ray photograDhs, d is measured to be 7.65 mm. The time interval
for the exlomiion wave to traverse the distance (1 - e-1) d is cstimated to be: (0.765) (0.63)/
0.15 x 106 = 3.21 /tsec. The combined characteristic time constant for the gage-amplifier-
oscilloscope system is calculated to be, therefore, 3.21 + 0.20 = 3.41 Asec = T,.

Time Afeasurements of EWP Shock Wave Profiles-Measurements of the partial rise lime

01, as shown in Fig. 11, and of subsequent time intervals corresponding to p = 0.5 p,, (i.e.,
02, and 8., and to p = 0.25 p,,,,. (i.e., 04 and 05) have been taken. The average value for all 0,
measurements is 2.07 ,Lsec, for tm., is 3.42 Me-c, for 02 is 3.12 Asec, for 03 is 5.08 /sec, for 04 is
4.15 Ajsec, and for 05 is 6.92 gsec. These values are obained from Table 2, which gives all time
measurements.

Comparison of (T.,)rw With (7")..p-As stated before, r'. = 2t,,,t.- -7,. The calculated value of 7,,

is 3.41 j.sec. The mcasured average value of t,,,r, is 3.42 /.sec. This measure of agreement gives
some confidence to the assumption that ;i=2

m,,..--r and to the consequences of Eq. (10) or (I ).
Increasing Value of r, With Propagation- Arons (24) has shown evidence that 'r. for large-

amplitude shock waves increases in value wiih propagation distance for charge weights varying
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Fig. I| - The form of an ideal oscillographic
record, indicating the various time measurements

"TABLE 2
Time Measurements from Oscillographic Records

e Voltage R 8, 62 103 04 051 twa
k!No (kv) (in.) (Lsec)t (Asec) (;.sec) (jssec) (Wec)J (pec)

4 20 12.0 2A.1 2.72 5.17 3.79 7.33 4.57
10.5 2.50 2.76 5.52 3.88 7.41 4.22

31 9.0 2.33 2.85 5.43 3.88 7.24 -"
25 7.5 2.41 2.76 5.43 3.79 7.24 4.22

S 19 6.0 2.38 2.93 5.52 4.05 7.33 4.05
13 4.5 2.07 3.02 5.17 4.14 6.98 3.45
7 3.0 2.16 3.10 5.00 4.22 6.72 3.19
1 1.5 1.72 3.45 5.26 4.40 6.72 2.93

S 44 18 12.0 2.30 2.78 5.38 4.03 7.49 3.97

38 10.5 2.21 2.98 5.47 4.03 7.39 3.79
32 9.0 1.92 2.78 5.57 3.84 7.30 3.79
20 6.0 2.02 3.46 5.18 4.22 6.72 2.93
14 4.5 2.0ý 3.36 4.99 4.42 6.91 2.93

C 8 3.0 2.11 3.07 4.99) 4.13 6.91 3.9

2 1.5 1.82 3.26 4.80 4.42 6.82 2.59

45 !6 12.0 1.99 2.74 5.58 3.69 7.28 4.33
39 10.5 2.17 2.55 5.10 3.59 6.99 4.23
33 9.0 2.08 2.65 5.29 3.69 7.18 4. 13
27 7.5 1.99 !.59 5.20 4.63 7.18 3.46

6.0 1.99 3.40 5.10 4.44 6.90 3.17
4.5 2.08 3.40 5.10 4.35 6,99 i,469 3.0 2.08 2.27 4.82 4.16 6.62 3.26

1.5 1.89 3.12 4.73 4.25 6.62 3.08
'I I I

46 14 121.0 2.21 3.46 5.38 4.42 7.20 4)
40 10.5 2.21 3.36 5.18 4.32 6.91 -

34 9.0 2.11 3.36 5.09 4.22 6.91 3.46
28 7.5 2.02 3.46 5.38 4.42 7.20 3.46

22 6.0 1.82 3.36 5.)9 4.42 6.91 3.1)8
16 45 2.02 3.17 4.80 4.32 6.82 3.27
10 3.0 1.92 3.36 5.09 4.32 6.82 3.17
4 1.5 1.92 2.98 4.61 4.03 6.53 3.17

Ish'ale (:4 )n t £Intle.)
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Time Measui, ments from Oscillographic Records

Shot Voltage OR f 1  02 0 1 04 1 s t...

No. (kv) (in.) (jAsec) (psec) (Asec) (Asec) (/sec) (Iec)

47 12 U.0 2.08 -- - - - -

41 10.5 2.17 3.31 4.91 4.25 6.80 3.30
35 9.0 1.99 3.50 5.10 4.44 6.90 3.21
23 6.0 1.99 3.21 4.82 4.25 6.71 3.02
17 4.5 2.08 3.02 4.73 3.97 6.52 3.50
11 3.0 - - - - - -

5 1.5 1.99 3.02 4.44 3.97 6.43 3.11

48 10 12.0 1.98 3.36 5.00 4.22 6.72 3.16
42 10.5 1.98 3.24 4.83 4.22 6.72 3.16
36 9.0 2.07 3.36 5.00 4.31 6.81 3.25
30 7.5 1.99 3.53 5.00 4.40 6.64 2.98
24 6.0 1.90 3.16 4.66 4.14 6.52 3.07
18 4.5 1.98 3.10 4.74 4.14 6.50 3.16
12 3.0 2.16 2.93 4.48 3.88 6.26 3.16

0,=. (0.)
j=3 i

t -- 2.07 pisec i4= 
4 .15 psec

S-- 3.12 Jtsec 03 = 6.92 psec

3 = 5.08 psec t.= 3.4 2 psec

60---- - ____

0o - 20 Kv
7v ~18Kv
0 16 Ky

o0 0

40

'j 0-0~

200

I0 - 0 1 2 -; 6 8 10 12
R- GAGE DISTANCE -IN R (AGE DISTANCE - IN

Fig. 12 - A\ p t tl t-... • surn g-1I1" diam , itu h 21), 1S. 16, and•I II ,• "

expla•mi, and (b) tot 12 itid I10 k,% f\~jrl' ,,•,
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from 0.5 lb to 55 lb of TNT. Osborne and Taylor (27), using a millipound of TNT, were not
able to report this ph,,nomena, although they did show a departure for the acoustic law. How-
ever, increasing r, (or profile broadening) for shock waves is predicted by the theory of Kirk-
wood and Bethe (12).

A graph of t,,az, Figs. 12a and 12b, indicates some evidence of p.ofile broadening with
distances. Figure 12a presents tm,., versus distance for 20, 18, 16, and 14 kv, while Fig. 12b
presents data for 12 and 10 kv. The strongest evidence for increasing a time constant with
propagation is given in the 20-kv data; the slope of the curve draiA through the points for
decreasing initial electrical energy is negative. For I 0-kv data it is very difficult to establish
that the slope of the curve is positive. Other time measurements, except Os, did not show this
be' .,ior.

Cornpatison of Reduced Time Constants for EWP and CUE Data-The tine parameter for
large-amplitude CUE events scales, i.e., forms a similarity curve. Figure 13 presents for CUE
events the theoretical variation of the reduced time c.nstant with the scaled reciprocal distance
in curve 1, which is given by the expression

(nR 12/

-=9.52 LI1 3 +0. 8 73) (25)

where t is the time in microseconds, W` is the charge weight in pounds, and R is the gage distance
in feet. Curve 2 of Fig. 13 is based on the experimental work of Arons (34) and is given by the
empirical formula

o ) (W ,,1 o.,
W----- = 5 - ) (26)

The time measurement for CUE data is 0, in microseconds, and is the time required for the
pressure to drop from its maximum value to (1 - e-1) of its maximum value (about 67 per-
cent). The time measurement t, fir EWP data is the explosion constant (rT = 2 t,., - 7,,) ot the
pressu e wave in units of microseconds time located at the maximum of the curve.

0 20 Ky - 29.3 ,ib

-o iij l._r
0 0IS=- 1 0K 34~ it _ _

001 0015002 003 004 00 OOe0i 02 03 04 06 08 1O

SCALED RECCIPROCAL DI$SrANCE • -bi. 9t'

Fig I-* - ( :l,,1I1 3,Ivst .4 ,rtc~. d tamw" l'i,jllal If'€•W.

•ajk-d Ir'tlpot.Kl dict~sat~or t (.11. .an1 P"AP dJ1.•
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Fg14- Plot of rise time versw, scaled reciprocal distance
corresponding to EWP data of Fig. 13

EWP data are presented in Fig. 13 in the forit. of points. The voltage (or energp) associated
with each point 'Is identified by the legend of this figure. The EWP data are obtained from t...,
measurements. Aside from tm.: and 05, the other 0 measurements of Fig. 11I do not indicate a
:.~egative slope, nor do they scale. The EWP data of Fig. 13 show qualitative numnerical agreement
to CUE theory and CUE data. Trhe reduced time constant for EWPr does scale, however. An

empirical expression relating the ireduced time constant to the scaled reciprocal distance is
obtained from Fig. 18.

Te __ F'1!3\ -0.22

EWP data do show a gentle negative slope; this suggests profile broadening (increasing tma.,
and 05 with distance propagation). Upon this delicate evidence, the nonlinear propagation of
a smali-amplitude shock wave canl be inferred, since p)rofile broadening and nonlinear propa-
gation are inseparable constituents of shock-wave propagation (,.e., one cannot occur without
the other).

As a matter of interest, these results are contrasted to the work of Osborne and Taylor,
%iso observed a de~parture from the acoustic law but not profile spreading. In this studv no
departure from the acoustic law canl be claimedl, but some ev'idence of' profile spreading is
observed for some time measurements.

Figure 14 also presents EWP data points of rise t~ime associated with each data point above.

Oscillographic Data

Figure 15 represents 101.5 (20 kx) joule explosionis whose oscillogr,,phic records were takenl
at gage distances ranging from 1.5 to 12.0 in., in 1.5-in, intervals. This -iet of'recordls is represen-
tative oft he entire 43 shots. (lose insp~ection allow~s classificationl of' these oscil logramils accordinig
to their waveformn as type A, type B, and type C. ats shown ini Fig. I 6.

"Tvrype 0. Oillogram - Typ A oscillogri15 1)e I ils are, fir all energies (i e., 20, 18, 16I, 1-1, 19. and
10 kv), associate-d with i a gage disraiice of 1 .5 in. andi sotnet imes 3.0 -ill. f tr higher energyIT C\J i
sions and are characterized hv two pressure peaks. The first pressulre peak isasstwiated witilithe
initial pocrtioni of the wire-explosit n process. The se&(n p 1 rtsstirte peak is ajtpioxitniatel me1(-
(luatter thle ampn~lituide of' (he first, otcu rs appro)xiniatel 17 Asec after the( arni~al of lhe priMNar
shock wave, ;''id hats at positive valule of' ampl)itude. The argetac causing (his s-contdar% wa~t I s
not iiniquelN deitertniiiaid, but sevvral possible causes (all be Irtled 4 to. list , the sevn iitarv wai~ t

cannot lhe reflecte.d front the i ateti stila,1ce abo ve, lietatise de jd his of I .0 to 3.0 tIl. 101i eqtite

tamie Interval of 3 1 to 102 j~sec, which is at %a~riance withl obse rvat It s, and I lwamalse refleot H 01

wo ild exhilbit a negacive pressure, w hich is not ohserv'l in,ý. I pe K.\k ost alo gi'Aphs. Settiwcl Ii,
the lpissihbilit-i of' at bubble oscillation is ruiled out1 (itie it) th lieIineta o" Ihe s.lkei (pi (Kimi It M)
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R1 1.5' R z 3,0" R = 4.5" R - 6. 0

R - 7.5" R - 9.0" R = 10.5" R 1 Z.0"

Fig. 15 - Oscillographic records for 101 5 joule EWP shots;
time 5 psec per division
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Fig. 16 - Clasjsijitation of pressure-

time osnll grams

of a stx'onidari pressure wave requires timhe of the order of milliseconds). This is furthc r ruled
out by the experimnental work of Gilsteiti (28), for exam~ple, using oil instead of waiter, which

showed that bubble formation alone required s'evei al mtilliseconds. Tile most likely contributor

to the secoldltary pressure pulse seemns to bxe i inechanisin assouated with the exploding wire

itself; this would he the phlenonmeno)n of restrike or reignition. When current (dwell twcurs

during the wite -xplosion, a subsequent reignition and expiansion of plasma (a se(ondl exiplosion
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&of-.e wirt) take place. Further observation of the secondary shock wave at increasing va!ues of
"R, due to either expt.ination, is obscured because, while their amplitudes are different, they
propagate at approximately the same speed. To establish firmly what agency causes the sec-
"ondary shock wave is not possible with the present available information; electrical measure-
ments of the explosion process are necessary for this. This most interesting anomaly appears,
however, to be atypical of CUE events and, apparently, a property of EWP events under the
conditions of this experiment.

AIR-WATER SUR7ACE

B

PRESSURE EXPLODING
GAGE WiRE

TANK D'MENSIONS:

RADIUS 2'
DEPTH 4

0 02 04 0.6 0.8 ,.0
SCALE: feet

Fig. 17 - Diagram off the expenment

showmig the tank dimensions

Type B Oscillograms-Type B oscillogr:tnis are characterized for all energies and for distances
generally of 3.0 to 7.5 in. b% a primary shock wave, which falls from some peak l)ressre Valne
to a random varying pressure whose amplitude ranges from 0.25 to 0. 15 pro,,-.

Type C Oscillograrns- Type C oscillograms are characterized for all initial energies and

for distances ranging from 7.5 to 12.0 in. by a primary shock wave which decreases from some

peak value, as in type B oscillograms, but whi,:h differ from tVye B by the inclusion of a very-
well-defined, steep-slope negative pressure trace. The onset of tinis negative pressure varies

from 10 to 23 Asec after the arrival of the primary shock wave. The cause of the negativE,
pressure gradient appears to be the reflection of the primary shock wave 1'.om the surface of
the water. The situation for EWP in this study is described in Fig. 17, where the • ire is exploded
at point A and a shock wave propagates outward toward point B and toward the surface of the
water at point C. At point C the wave is reflected back t.,ward point B. The time intcrval between
the arrival of the primary shock wave at B and the onset of the negative pressure gradient
depends upon the depth at which the explosion takes place. If' C is 1500 m/sec and d is 2 to 3 in.,
the time interval At is 10 to 23 'sec, respectively. During the course of the expcriment, because

-• . - • ... - .. , l •w • "...
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no special effort was made to keep the parameter d constant, type C oscillograms are observed
for 7.5 - R -_ 12.0 in. for time intervals of approximately 16 p.sec. Th. tank dimension and
depth of water below the expolsion preclude any other source for the observed negative pres-
sure gradients. The negative pressure appears at the right time interval, given the depth, gage
distance, and propagation speed of the explosion wave. These parameters are related by the
simplified expression:

where At is the time interval following the primary shock wave of the reflected shock wave at
the pressure gage in microseconds, D is the gage distance, d is the depth, and Co is taken as the
speed of sound for purposes of 'ipproximation.

CONCLUSIONS

Based upon the measurements and analysis, several conclusions may be drawn concerning
the shock-wave parameters pressure and time and their comparison to chemical explosives.

1. Peak-pressure measurements form a similarity curve only if corrections for swit•h losses
and vaporization requirements are taken into account.

2. As a result of the first conclusion, the principle of similarity is extended in terms of charge
weight six decades from pounds to micropounds for the case of peak pressure, or similarity
now spans 15 decades (i.e., 10-9 to 10-6 Ib). A plot of peak pressure versus the cube root of the
equivalent weight divided by the gage distance is within the same range of values given by Arons
for TNT pressire data.

3. As a result of the first and second conclusion, the formula relating the total initial stored
electrical energy to its equivalent weight in TNT is given b,,:

W (micropounds) = 525 (0325CV - E2)

Here C is the capacitance in farads, V0 is potential in volts, E,, the vaporization energy injoules,
and Hp is the heat of detonation of TNT in calories per gram. This formoda accounts both for
the switch loss of 35 percent of the initial stored energy and for the vaporization energy (or
joule heating).

4. The asymptotic formula for peak pressure for EWP data is:

P, = 26,800 --R'-)

5. Comparison of the shock-wave energy at a gage distance of 1.5 in. to the total initial
electrical energy indicates that, oa the ilverage, 58 percent of the total initial electrical energy
is converted to shock-wave energy. This figure is supported by independent investigators.

6. Because the usual techniques for determining the explosion time constant in chemical
experiments cannot be utilized in this study, an approximation based upon certain assumptions
is made such that:

T,, = 2t,nox -- r,,

where r, is the explosion time constant for the EWP event, Tnax is the total rise time measured
from zero pressure to peak pressure, and T. is a characteristic time constant (the sum of the
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•:'i amplifier rise time and the transit time of the explosion wave across the crystal). By calculation,
r, is 3.41 jisec. The average of t=.. for 43 shots is 3.42 lisec. Therefore, the calculations in-
volving r, and Ta are given some reason for confidence.

7. The principle of similarity (and the Kirkwood-Bethe theory consequently) predicts
increasing time duration with propagation. The time measurements of the oscillographic
records (19, 92, 03, 04, 03, and t,,,) show evidence of profile broadening for 85 and t,,.,, only.
The other time measurements should, but do not, show the same trend. In the case of 05 and
t.,.,, the increase ir. duration is gentle but sufficiertly evident to be recognized.

8. The time measurement (t..z) is altered to give the reduced time constant for EWP data
and is plotted against its corresponding value of W1'/R, the scaled reciprocal distance. This
comparison shows that the reduced time constant for EWP is -Mf the same order of iagnitude
as CUE data, but that EWP values are larger. This comparison shows further that the reduced
time constant does form a similarity curve as does CUE data. Finally, because of the negative
slope, this comparison shows evidence of profile broadening; however slight, it is nonetheless
distinguishable. The reduced time constant is given by the empirical formula:

(7T,/eW3 ) = 70 ( W"1' 3 IR) 0.2

9. The data taken at R = 1.5 in. and some at R = 3.0 in. shou a secondary peak pressure
having a positive amplitude of 0.30 pm of the first peak-pressure amplitude. A speculative guess
as to the origin leads the author to believe that currert dwell and subsequent reignition (a second,
but lesser explosion) take place. Correlated electrical and optical measurements (not made in
this study) would resolve this question.

10. Much of the data taken at R _- 7.5 in. show a large negative pressure (a reflected shock
wave) incident roughly 17 /sec after the peak pressure of the explosion wave. Since the tank
dimensions preclude reflections from the sides and bottom of the tank, this reflection must be
from the air-water interface. This conclusion is supported by calculation.
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